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Raszka Shelley

From: Brandi Marker <blondieb827@yahoo.com>

Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 7:04 PM

To: Raszka Shelley

Subject: Bill against the wolves

 
I want the wolves voices to be heard!!! Iam not a hunter. Iam also not against hunting. When I was little my dad 
hunted all the time Sometimes he would sit or go out for days and not come back with anything!! Other times 
once in a great while he came back with what he set out for. I was always told growing up that each animal that 
was put on this earth had a purpose , a reason for being here. To this day at the age of 36 I instill the same logic 
into my son on a daily basis! The wolf is the most persecuted, misunderstood  animal!!! I have grown up all my 
life around very high content hybrid  wolves.  Their  family pack hierarchy  is such a strong bond that most 
human families could learn a thing or two about respect, status and the way they teach their cubs to humans 
instilling  values and life lessons in their  children. Really the are the same as we are it's just a 
different  environment.   There  was a reason that the native americans respected and worshiped  these majestic 
creatures that were on this earth long before we ever were. They have lived centuries with being persecuted  and 
nearly eliminted at the hands of humans , yet they manage to still survive barely.  They are not human killers 
like the Fairytales  portray!! They do not kill other animals for fun , they kill to feed their  families like humans 
work a job to feed their  families!! It's  a sad day when an animal is eraticated off this earth by the hands of 
humans.  That's what is gonna happen.. Ranchers, Farmers and Goverment should all work together  to create 
programs that benefit  each other with out eliminating  and to protect all the low population of wolves. Please 
reconsider not passing this bill. The wolves need a break they have lived in fear long enough!!! They are a very 
elusive animal due to humans hunting them to nearly nothing left!! The only Fairytail that I see here is the 
Humans playing the Big  Bad Wolf and Grandma the wolf being killed to Extinction! !!!! 
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